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resolution in the house of commons asserting that, cin order to
give effect to the will of the people as expressed by their elected
representatives, the power of the other House to alter or reject
Bills passed by this House must be so restricted by law as to
secure that within the limits of a single Parliament the final decision
of the Commons should prevail'. There was here, be it noted,
nothing about the speculative problem of reforming the second
chamber's composition, but a typically English concentration on
the sole point in actual controversy, viz. the use made of its
powers. The premier explained his plan to be, that in case of
conflict between the houses over a bill, a small joint conference
of peers and commoners should sit in private; if no adjustment
were reached, the bill after an interval of six months or so should
rapidly pass the commons again; then, if necessary, there would
be another conference, another interval, another commons' pas-
sage of the bill, and another conference again. But the third
conference would be final; and the bill, if not passed in an agreed
form, would then become law in the form in which it last left
the house of commons. The root idea was not Campbell-
Bannerman's invention; it had been suggested by Bright twenty-
three years before.1 The premier added a proviso for quin-
quennial parliaments. After three days' debate his resolution
was passed on 26 June 1907 by 432 votes to 147. The conserva-
tive peers judged it a brutum fulmen, and continued as before.
Three years later they were to be heavily undeceived.
While the main party measures of the government were thus
in two successive years killed or sterilized, certain able ministers
got through ambitious legislation, which did not directly raise
party issues. The first was Lloyd George,2 who now climbed past
the levels of brilliant criticism to those of constructive statesman-
ship. Like Chamberlain before him, on being relegated to an
office then thought humble, he at once proceeded to give it un-
anticipated importance. His Merchant Shipping Act, 1906, and
Patents Act, 1907, were measures on the grand scale. Both were
hailed by the opposition as semi-protectionist. For the first con-
fined pilot's certificates to British subjects;3 and while prescribing
1	In a speech at Birmingham on 4 August 1884.
2	B. 1863; educated at a Welsh village elementary school and at home; at 16
articled to solicitors and at 21 qualified; M.P., 1890; president of the board of
trade, 1905-8; chancellor of the exchequer, 1908-15; minister of munitions, 1915-
16; secretary for war, 1916; prime minister, 1916-2 2.
3	Section 73. Cp. also Section 12 restricting the engagement of foreign seamen.

